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PDF of quilt patterns for a “Triple Irish Chain” quilt. This set gives you some 

fill in patterns along with all the patterns you need to do a “TIC”. The border pat-

tern included in this set can go from a 6 to 12” border. You can use any coordi-

nating border with this set.  Patterns included are as follows; 

1. New Moon loops P2P Nov. 2013 club patterns 14.  TIC top right corner P2P 

2. FB Bdr 9 found on website    15.  TIC top middle sash P2P  

3. TIC bottom left corner P2P   16.  2 x 10 fill P2P A 

4. TIC bottom middle sash P2P   16.  4 x 10 fill P2P A 

5. TIC corner sash     17.  4 x 10 fill P2P B  

6. TIC middle sash P2P nested both ends 18.  6 x 10 fill P2P A  

7. TIC middle sash P2P    19.  6 x 10 fill P2P B  

8. TIC feather Corner blk    20.  8 x 10 fill P2P A  

9. TIC feather middle sash blk   21.  8 x 10 fill P2P B  

10. TIC feather outside edge blk 

11. TIC feather outside edge mirrored blk 

12. TIC main blk 

13. TIC main blk partial 
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8 X 10 fill P2P A 
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8 X 10 fill P2P B 

These fills were made to fill in 
where the sashes won’ t.  I am 
including various sizes.  

This set was done using finished 2 inch blocks for a Triple Irish 
Chain quilt 
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These sashes are point to point but do not connect to the next one. They were 
made that way so you can take them to the corner to help hold down that corner. 

If you do not want that tail that goes to the corner divide out the pattern and re-
move the tail... 

They are all 14 inches long (except the top left corner sash whish is 18 inches long) 
and cover 7 rows and 5 columns of 2 inch blocks. Look at the layout carefully for 
placement of different patterns. 
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TIC feather corner Blk TIC feather outside edge Blk 
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Triple Irish chain quilt with loop as fill 

Triple Irish chain quilt using feathers as 
fills 


